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ABSTRACT 
 
The problem of cross-flow induced vibration of structures is important in many fields of engineering. Many 

experimental and numerical works is done in cross-flow induced vibration phenomenon considering 

different parameters. Many researchers have studied cross-flow induced vibration and suggested methods 

to damp the vibration or reduce the vibration amplitude by changing different parameters like orientation 

of the tube bundle, pitch over diameter ratio, surface roughness of the tube etc. Cross-flow induced 

vibration in cross flow of a flexible tube in tube array is studied experimentally, where the cylinder was 

loosely supported. Experiments were carried out on six tube banks for two different arrangements viz. 

inline and staggered arrangement.  It is observed that with the increase in the velocity, the displacement of 

tube increases for both inline and staggered arrangement. As the pitch over diameter ratio increases, the 

displacement of the flexible tube goes on decreasing. It is also observed that the displacement of a flexible 

tube subjected to cross flow for staggered arrangement is more compared to inline arrangement for same 

tube spacing. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

 
Cross flow around a bundle of cylinders is a very common phenomenon in engineering such as 

offshore structures, heat exchanger tube arrays etc. The practical significance of cross-flow 

induced vibration has led to a large number of fundamental studies. Cross-flow induced vibration 

of tube bundle is closely related to fluctuating pressure given rise by vortex shedding from the 

cylinder. Remi Bourguet et al. [6] investigated the mono-frequency and multi-frequency vortex-

induced vibrations of a tensioned beam of aspect ratio 200 which were immersed in a linear shear 

flow and were free to move in both the in-line and cross-flow directions. They concluded that the 

mono- or multi-frequency nature of the response is controlled by the form of the profile of the 

normal component of the oncoming flow. In both type of response, they found out that the flow 

excites the structural vibrations within the lock-in region and damps the structural motion in the 

non-lock in region. Ming Zhao et al. [7] investigated variation of amplitudes and frequencies of 

the vibration with reduced velocity numerically for one degree-of-freedom vortex induced 

vibration of circular cylinder in an oscillatory flow. They allowed the cylinder to vibrate only in 

the cross-flow direction. They found out that the change from one vibration mode to another is 

regular and periodic in nature. They concluded that the frequency components were multiples of 

the frequency of the oscillatory flow except at a few reduced velocities. Stephane Etienne et al. 

[10] carried out simulations of a circular cylinder at low values of the Reynolds number to find 

vortex induced vibrations by means of a fully coupled fluid–structure interaction numerical model 

based on the finite element method. K. Lam et al. [11] carried out simulations of cross-flow 
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induced vibration for four cylinders in an inline square arrangement using finite volume method 

two dimensional and three dimensional simulations. They concluded that two-dimensional 

simulation show three flow regime and the transformation in the flow increases the pressure on 

the downstream cylinder by large amount. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PRE-REQUISITES 

 
Cross-flow induced vibration is a very complex phenomena and the displacement of the tube is 

affected by many parameters such as orientation of the tube, material of the tube etc. In this paper, 

cross-flow induced vibration of a flexible tube in a tube bundle is found out experimentally by 

changing the parameter pitch over diameter ratio, velocity of the air-flow and orientation of the 

tube bundle. Experiments were conducted on wind tunnel setup.  

 

2.1. Tube Specifications 
 

The sample tested in the tunnel is a bundle of circular cylinder 275 mm long with outside 

diameter of 10 mm and inner diameter is 9.5 mm. The material of the tube is Copper. The sample 

has been transversely placed with regard to the wind direction from the top section of the tunnel.  

 

2.2. Tube Array Orientation 
 

For carrying out this experiment, two different types of orientation are used, staggered and inline 

arrangement. Experiments are carried out on these tube bundles for varying pitch over diameter 

ratio. The tube array with inline configuration contains 9 cylinders placed in a 3x3 configuration. 

Of all the nine cylinders, only the cylinder in the center of the second row is kept flexible while 

the other cylinders are made rigid. For staggered arrangement, one of the tubes in the middle row 

is kept flexible. The value of pitch over diameter ratio is 2, 3 and 4. 

 

2.3. Experimental Setup  

 
The wind tunnel test section has cross-section of 30x30 cm and maximum velocity of the air flow 

is 25 m/s. For the experiments carried out the velocity of air has been varied from 0-20 m/s. The 

tube bundle is supported from the top surface of the test section of wind tunnel and the other end 

is free. The global length of the tunnel, from the inlet to the end of the tunnel, is about 1000 cm. 

The displacement of the flexible tube is obtained from the strain indicator which is connected 

with the load cell. Results obtained from the experiments performed for both the arrangements are 

shown in the table 1 and 2. 

 

3. REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

 
Regression analysis is a statistical method for inspecting the relationship between the variables. 

Regression analysis method is useful for understanding the statistical dependence of one variable 

on other variable. When the effect of multiple independent variables is analysed on one 

influencing variable, it is known as multiple regressions. Multiple regression analysis is a 

technique that allows additional dependent variables to enter the analysis so that the effect of each 

variable on the dependent variable can be estimated. It is important for measuring the influence of 

various simultaneous independent variables upon a single dependent variable. Multiple regression 

analysis is often essential even when the effect of one variable on the influencing variable is to be 

studied because in simple regression effect of only one variable is considered. In the present study 

displacement of flexible tube in an array is dependent on the velocity of the sir-flow, type of 

arrangement of the tube array and pitch over diameter ratio of the array. Hence, displacement of 
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flexible tube is dependent variable and velocity of the air-flow, type of arrangement of the tube 

array and pitch over diameter ratio are influencing variables. Three independent variables are 

affecting one dependent variable and therefore effect of influencing variable on the dependent 

variable can be estimated by multiple regression analysis. 

 
Table 1. Experimental results for inline arrangement 

 

 

Parameters 

/ S.No. 

 

Pitch over diameter ratio 

20 30 40 

Velocity 

(m/s) 

Displacement 

(µm) 

Velocity 

(m/s) 

Displacement 

(µm) 

Velocity 

(m/s) 

Displacement 

(µm) 

1 5 4 5 3 5 2 

2 10 7 10 5 10 3 

3 15 9 15 8 15 6 

4 20 13 20 11 20 9 
 

Table 2. Experimental results for staggered arrangement 

 

 

Paramete

rs / S.No. 

Pitch over diameter ratio 

20 30 40 

Velocity 

(m/s) 

Displacement 

(µm) 

Velocity 

(m/s) 

Displacement 

(µm) 

Velocity 

(m/s) 

Displacement 

(µm) 

1 5 5 5 4 5 3 

2 10 7 10 6 10 5 

3 15 11 15 9 15 9 

4 20 15 20 12 20 11 

 

The graphs are plotted to estimate the effect of influencing variable on dependent variable. 

Multiple regression analysis is applied and the relationship between influencing variable and 

dependent variable is estimated. Relation between displacement of the tube and influencing 

variables, velocity of the air-flow, type of arrangement of the tube array and pitch over diameter 

ratio is estimated. From the experimental data obtained, it is observed that displacement 

displacement of the tube is affected by all the three parameters velocity of the air-flow, type of 

arrangement of the array and pitch over diameter ratio. An empirical relation between 

displacement of the tube and the influencing variables is established. The values of the 

independent variables, velocity of the air-flow, type of arrangement of the tube array and pitch 

over diameter ratio can be selected from obtained working range for these parameters. The value 

for displacement can be obtained from empirical relation from values of influencing variables, 

which are selected from the working range. Thus, the predicted value of displacement is helpful 

in selecting parameters of the tube array related to cross-flow induced vibration. The values for 

displacement of the tube generated by regression analysis are compared with the results obtained 

from the experiments. For carrying out the multiple regression analysis, software named DataFit 

is used. Using DataFit software, multiple regression analysis is carried out for two different types 

of configuration viz.  inline arrangement and staggered arrangement. Since the type of 

arrangements is static while carrying out experiment, this parameter is not considered in the 

empirical equation. The value of displacement obtained from the empirical relation is shown in 

the Table 3 for inline arrangement and in the Table 4 for staggered arrangement. 
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Table 3. Displacement of tube obtained from the empirical relation for inline arrangement 

 

Sr. No. 
P/d ratio 

 

Velocity 

(m/s) 

Displacement 

(µm) 

1 2 5 3.24 

2 2 10 6.52 

3 2 15 9.82 

4 2 20 13.13 

5 3 5 2.54 

6 3 10 5.11 

7 3 15 7.7 

8 3 20 10.29 

9 4 5 2.14 

10 4 10 4.3 

11 4 15 6.47 

12 4 20 8.66 

 

Table 4. Displacement of tube obtained from the empirical relation for staggered arrangement 

 

Sr. No. 
P/d ratio 

 

Velocity 

(m/s) 

Displacement 

(µm) 

1 2 5 4.05 

2 2 10 7.68 

3 2 15 11.17 

4 2 20 14.57 

5 3 5 3.40 

6 3 10 6.45 

7 3 15 9.38 

8 3 20 12.23 

9 4 5 3.00 

10 4 10 5.69 

11 4 15 8.28 

12 4 20 10.80 
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The results obtained from the empirical relation are represented in the form of graphs to visualize 

the results and conclude the effect of the influential variables on the dependent variables. The 

results are plotted for velocity versus displacement of the tube. 

 

4. RESULTS DISCUSSION 

 
Experiments are carried out on inline and staggered arrangement of tube arrays. Load cell is 

connected with the strain indicator which indicates the displacement of the tube. For both, inline 

and staggered arrangement, displacement of the tube is measured for three different pitch over 

diameter ratios, which are 2, 3 and 4. 

 

For inline arrangement, graph of displacement versus velocity for different pitch over diameter 

ratio has been shown in figure 1. As observed from the graph, displacement of tube is maximum 

for pitch over diameter ratio equal to 2. Also we can observe that with the increase in the velocity, 

the displacement of the tube increases. For staggered arrangement, graph of displacement of the 

tube versus velocity for different pitch over diameter ratio has been shown in figure 2. As 

observed from the graph, for pitch over diameter ratio equal to 2, displacement of tube is 

maximum compared to ratio equal to 3 and ratio equal to 4. 
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Figure 1. Displacement of the tube for inline arrangement of array with varying P/d ratio obtained 

experimentally 
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Figure 1. Displacement of the tube for inline arrangement of array with varying P/d ratio obtained 

experimentally 
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For Inline arrangement and staggered arrangement, displacement of the tube is found out 

experimentally and statistically for three different pitch over diameter ratio. The comparisons of 

experimental and statistical results are represented in the figures 3, 4 and 5. Figure 3 represents 

the graph of displacement versus velocity for the pitch over diameter ratio equal to 2. It is 

observed from the graph that the results obtained experimentally and statistically are in close 

agreement with one another. The value of displacement of tube for staggered arrangement is 

higher compared to inline arrangement in both cases, experimentally and statistically. It can be 

concluded that the displacement of the tube of staggered arrangement is higher compared to that 

of the inline arrangement experimentally and statistically. 
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Figure 3. Displacement of the tube for pitch over diameter equal to 2 
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Figure 4. Displacement of the tube for pitch over diameter equal to 3 
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Figure 5. Displacement of the tube pitch over diameter equal to 4 
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The graph of displacement of the tube versus velocity for the pitch over diameter ratio equal to 4 

is plotted in figure 5. The results obtained experimentally are compared with that obtained from 

the statistical method i.e. multiple regression analysis for two different arrangements, inline and 

staggered arrangement. It is observed from the graph that the results obtained experimentally and 

statistically are in close proximity to one another. It can be concluded that the displacement of the 

tube of staggered arrangement is higher compared to that of the inline arrangement 

experimentally and statistically. But on comparison of figure 3, 4 and figure 5, it is observed that 

the value of displacement of the tube has decreased with the increase in pitch over diameter ratio. 

As observed the value of displacement of the tube for staggered arrangement obtained statistically 

is 14.57 for pitch over diameter ratio equal to 2, it is equal to 12.23 for pitch over diameter ratio 

equal to 3 and it is equal to 10.80 for pitch over diameter ratio equal to 4. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 
Experiments are carried out on inline and staggered arrangement of tube arrays. For both, inline 

and staggered arrangement, displacement is measured for three different pitches over diameter 

ratios. 

 

Following results are concluded based on the results of the experiments conduced 

 

1. It is observed from the graphs that the results obtained from the experiments conducted and 

the results obtained from the regression analysis are in close agreement with one another 

2. For inline arrangement, maximum displacement of the tube is measured for the p/d ratio equal 

to 2.  The value of displacement goes on decreasing as the value of p/d ratio increases from 2 

to 4. Similar results are observed in case of regression analysis. 

3. For staggered arrangement, results similar to inline arrangement are observed i.e. the 

maximum value is measured for p/d ratio equal to 2 and the value of displacement goes on 

decreasing as the p/d ratio increases from 2 to 4. As we can observe from chart 5, it can be 

observed that similar trend is observed. Also maximum displacement of the tube is obtained 

for p/d ratio equal to 2. 

4. When the results are compared for staggered and inline arrangement, the value of 

displacement of the tube for staggered arrangement is more compared to that of inline 

arrangement. As seen in the table, for P/D ratio = 2, the maximum value of displacement of 
the tube is 15 µԑ for staggered arrangement while for inline arrangement the maximum value 

is 13 µԑ. Also in regression analysis the results are in close agreement. It can be concluded that 

maximum displacement is obtained in staggered arrangement and it is obtained in the tube 

array with least pitch over diameter ratio. 
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